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Abstract
Disturbance by biomass removal is a crucial mechanism maintaining the diversity of Palaearctic grasslands, which are unique biodiversity hotspots. The century-long traditional land use of mowing, grazing and burning, has been fundamentally changed in many parts of the Palaearctic. Due to socio-economic changes, large areas of former pastures and meadows have been abandoned, leading to a succession towards secondary scrublands or forest and the encroachment of competitor grass species, all leading to a decrease in biodiversity. Here we report the causes and consequences of the cessation of traditional grassland management regimes, provide strategies for reducing the impact of abandonment and consider these from the perspective of sustainability. We consider the possibilities for initiating sustainable management regimes in the contemporary socio-economic environment, and discuss the prospects and limitation of alternative management regimes in the conservation of grassland biodiversity. These themes are also the core topics of this Special Feature, edited by the EDGG. We hope that this Special Feature will encourage steps towards more sustainable strategies for the conservation of Palaearctic grasslands and the integration of the sustainability perspective into their conservation.
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The challenge of abandonment for sustainable grassland management

Role of disturbance in maintaining species-rich grasslands

Disturbance by biomass removal plays a central role in maintaining the open landscape structure and biodiversity of grasslands (MacDougall & Turkington 2007, Tallé et al. 2016). Halada et al. (2011) identified a total of 63 European habitat types of community interest (European Commission 1992) that depend on low-intensity agricultural practices by grazing or mowing. This is especially true in the case of semi-natural grasslands, which have been created and maintained by century-long human land use (Pykäla 2001, Dengler et al. 2014, Leuschner & Ellenberg 2017). Anthropogenic use of grasslands dates back to the Copper Age in Europe, when wetland grazing started in approximately 3800 BC (Bakker 1998). From this period onwards, forest opening and the creation of pastures spread throughout Europe (Poschlod & Wallis DeVries 2002, Dengler et al. 2014). According to the intermediate disturbance hypothesis (Connell 1978), the diversity of grasslands is highest at intermediate levels of biomass removal (Kelemen et al. 2013). In the absence of anthropogenic biomass removal regimes, natural disturbance by windstorms, wildfires and the grazing of wild herbivores (game, rodents and invertebrates) have an important role in maintaining diversity, especially in natural grasslands. However, in semi-natural grasslands they cannot mitigate the negative consequences of abandonment, since the frequency and severity of these disturbances are low and unpredictable, compared to anthropogenic biomass removal through mowing, grazing or burning.

Effects of abandonment

Litter accumulation is an important primary consequence of the cessation of grassland management. Depending on the grassland type, abandoned grasslands are characterised by considerably higher litter values. Litter accumulation is highest in moist, high-productivity sites. Valkó et al. (2012) found a two-fold increase of litter in mesophilous meadows and a threefold increase in wet meadows after fifteen years of abandonment. The accumulated litter layer acts as a seed trap, which prevents the germination and seedling establishment of light-de-
emanding seeds of grassland specialist species (Eckstein & Donath 2005, Deák et al. 2011). Decreased light availability on the soil surface and allelopathic compounds in litter, further prevent the chance of germination (Diemer et al. 2001, Bonanomi et al. 2006). Decreased micro-habitat availability generally leads to homogenisation of the species composition, and to the encroachment of a small number of competitor grass species, at the expense of grassland specialist species (Gazol et al. 2014, Köhler et al. 2005, Valkó et al. 2016a). The resultant higher sward and less palatable vegetation do not provide all the habitat functions for grassland specialist animal species (Öckinger et al. 2006). Keystone species, such as grassland rodents, can be seriously affected by abandonment (as shown for Steppe Marmot by Savchenko & Ronkin 2018, this issue), which can have cascading effects on the whole ecosystem. Accumulated litter also constitutes fuel, which can lead to increased fire risk and occasionally catastrophic wildfires (Deák et al. 2014, Brinkert et al. 2016). Grassland management often creates and maintains the relationship between otherwise unconnected grassland sites, e.g. by the dispersal of seeds and vegetative propagules between sites (Auffret 2011). Abandonment of livestock grazing therefore leads to drastic changes in seed dispersal patterns (Brinkert et al. 2016) and in the metapopulation structure of grassland specialist plants, with some delay due to extinction debt (Helm et al. 2006, Kuussari et al. 2009, Cousins 2009).

Abandonment can lead to the complete disappearance of grassland vegetation after as little as 20 years if they are overgrown by forests (Hansson & Fogelfors 2000). Woodland encroachment is a major threat, especially in the boreal and forest-steppe zones, and in high-productivity sites, where woody vegetation can establish rapidly. For instance, a critical proportion (59–94%) of species-rich alvar grasslands in Estonia have been overgrown by scrubland or forest (Helm et al. 2006). Woodland encroachment was also the strongest driver in unmanaged loess grassland fragments in Hungary (Deák et al. 2016a). Woodland encroachment leads to the temporal or permanent disappearance of a habitat with high conservation value, and also to the termination of traditional land use and a potential source of income for local people. Habitats that develop after the abandonment of grasslands represent lower biodiversity and aesthetic values, and are generally not favourable for agriculture, often because of their remote location on slopes and hills, which are difficult to access.
Causes and degree of abandonment

Agricultural intensification and urbanisation have directly caused an increasing depopulation of rural areas in several regions of Europe (Halada et al. 2017, Balázs 2018, this issue), which has led to the abandonment of many traditionally managed agricultural areas (Gracheva et al. 2018, this issue). In Western Europe, early urbanisation, industrialisation and agricultural intensification have caused reductions in the cover of traditionally managed grasslands to a small fraction of their former extent (Kovács-Hostyánszki et al. 2016, Janssen et al. 2016). In the former COM- ECON countries of Central and Eastern Europe, the socio-economic switch from collectivisation to a market economy has led to substantial changes in grassland management (Isselstein et al. 2005, Balázi 2018, this issue). This comprises a change from extensive to intensive animal husbandry, and the increasing preference for arable forage crops instead of hay (Kovács-Hostyánszki et al. 2016). As a consequence, extensively grazing livestock numbers have generally decreased by more than 50% up to 70% since 1989 (Isselstein et al. 2005). In Asia, large areas of formerly grazed steppe have been abandoned due to the sedentarisation of nomadic farming systems and the intense poaching of wild megaherbivores (Kamp et al. 2016).

The areas that are most vulnerable to the effects of abandonment include those that are (i) isolated and difficult to access (Valkó et al. 2011), (ii) small, fragmented and embedded in a non-grassland matrix (Deák et al. 2016a,b) and (iii) large and remote (Brinkert et al. 2016, Deák et al. 2018). In such areas, traditional grassland management becomes unfeasible and unprofitable in many cases, thus it does not seem economically viable any more.

What management regimes are necessary to maintain grassland biodiversity?

Given the huge number of abandoned grasslands and the limited amount of available financial sources, only a small proportion of the abandoned grassland area can be restored under current strategies. Grassland species usually do not have long-term persistent seed banks (Valkó et al. 2011), thus increasing time since abandonment decreases the potential for spontaneous recovery (Cherednichenko & Borodulina 2018, this issue) and increases the costs of restoration. From this perspective, the restoration prospects of recently abandoned grasslands are more promising (Bekker et al. 1997). This is especially true for sites affected by woodland encroachment, which considerably increases the costs of restoration.

For mitigating the effects of abandonment, the reintroduction of traditional management regimes on a large scale would be the ideal solution from the ecological perspective (Valkó et al. 2011). Traditional management regimes have not been comprehensively documented in many cases, thus interviews with local farmers and knowledge of site history and traditional and local ecological knowledge are important tools which can support conservation projects (Babai & Molnár 2014). For identifying the best management options, we should also consider and harmonise the requirements of multiple taxa (WallisDeVries et al. 2002). When choosing the appropriate method for managing grasslands, site managers generally choose between the two options of grazing and mowing (Tälle et al. 2016). These measures should be fine-tuned in terms of timing of mowing (Humbert et al. 2012), mowing frequency (Ryser et al. 1995), type of biomass removal (i.e. type of mowing machinery, Parr & Way 1998, Humbert et al. 2009, Tälle et al. 2014, or type of grazing animal, Tóth et al. 2016). In order to successfully bring about the reintroduction of traditional methods, it is essential to ensure that they are economically viable and socially rewarding for the farmer, which currently they are not.

Is the ideal method feasible in the specific socio-economic environment?

After identifying the most proper management regime, there is still the question of whether this regime is feasible in a certain socio-economic environment. Presence of mowing machinery or livestock is an important prerequisite for management. However, for the sake of cost-effectiveness, it is also important to have the potential to support the livelihood of local people with local animal husbandry and support the market with locally produced products (Dorresteijn et al. 2015). If these conditions are not met, then the maintenance of appropriate management regimes can still be possible, though they are not going to be sustainable. In several depopulated mountain areas, grasslands are only managed for conservation, and there is no possibility to utilise the cut hay for traditional purposes (Kovács-Hostyánszki et al. 2016). In such cases, its transportation would be economically unsustainable. Applicability and suitability of traditional management should be carefully considered before planning large-scale conservation or restoration projects. The legacies of former degradation (e.g. abandonment) last for a long time, and if there is an interruption in the management, grasslands can return back to a degraded and weed-dominated stage (Kelemen et al. 2014).
What are the steps necessary for the widespread implementation of sustainable solutions?

Given the above mentioned challenges and the extensive nature of the area of abandoned grasslands, in many cases it is unfeasible or even impossible to reintroduce the traditional or most appropriate management regimes. In such cases, it is necessary to implement an alternative or surrogate management regime. However, it should be considered that different grassland management regimes affect the selection pressure in grassland species differently (as shown for plants in Pluess 2013). Thus, it is possible that we are unable to achieve the conservation objective via the implementation of an alternative management regime, but at least we can mitigate some of the negative effects of abandonment (Valkó et al. 2014).

In some cases it is possible to decrease the economic costs related to traditional management. This can be achieved by decreasing the frequency of mowing, e.g. mowing in every second or third year (Ryser et al. 1995, Köhler et al. 2005) or implementing spatial mosaic mowing systems (Kleyer 2007, Balázsi 2018, this issue). This spatial or temporal variation in mowing regimes can reduce the economic costs of management, and can also promote higher levels of biodiversity by increasing spatial and temporal environmental heterogeneity (Valkó et al. 2012). Another option is to retain the original management regime, but increasing its cost-effectiveness, such as in the case of the transition from hand mowing to mowing by machinery. However, the more homogeneous sward structure and the compaction that can result from the use of heavy machinery can considerably decrease the grassland conservation values (Schlüter et al. 1990).
In other cases, the reintroduction of former management regimes is impossible. For instance, after sedentarisation, nomadic pastoral culture started to vanish from several parts of the Asian steppes. In combination with climatic and land use changes and lack of adequate water supply, the revitalisation of these nomadic regimes is very unlikely (Kamp et al. 2016, Deák et al. 2018). In the absence of local animal husbandry and grazing, Savchenko & Ronkin (2018, this issue) applied frequent repeated mowing to mimic the formerly typical disturbance and increase the availability of fresh and green forage for Steppe Marmots. They found that it can be an effective management measure, but it requires strong and consistent dedication and enthusiasm from volunteers to mow the parcels 15–20 times a year.

Mulching, i.e. cutting and chopping the biomass on site is a widely applied alternative to mowing. It is much more cost-effective and usually leads to the development of a similar species composition as mowing (e.g. Köhler et al. 2005, Liira et al. 2009). An alternative cost-effective management regime could be prescribed burning (Valkó et al. 2014). However, there is currently a considerable lack of knowledge regarding the conditions for its application; thus, burning can only be recommended currently for small-scale experimental testing.

How can we ensure the sustainability of grassland management?

For the long-term maintenance of grassland biodiversity, it is crucial to ensure the viability of management. Project-based funding schemes make this task quite challenging, since funds are generally available only for a short period of a couple of years. For ensuring sustainability, it is crucial to get local farmers involved and interested in grassland management. For this purpose, agri-environmental subsidy systems can be an option, which provides financial incentives to those who apply good management practices. However given the relative uncertainty and bureaucratic nature of such schemes (Balázs 2018, this issue), they can be more effective if farmers are not only interested in management because of the paid subsidy, but also because it can support their livelihood in local markets. In regions where grassland management is not sustainable through the generation of a reasonable income from agriculture, it is difficult to justify why grasslands should be managed. For sustainable grassland management, the demands of biodiversity conservation and agriculture need to be harmonise. Of course in the core areas of national parks or biosphere reserves, biodiversity conservation is the primary objective, but in less valuable or privately-owned areas,
some kind of compromise would support the long-term coexistence of local people and the maintenance of diverse grasslands. Generally, farmers perceive the biodiversity targeted-management of grasslands as a limitation for hay or livestock production, because it generally requires a reduction of inputs and results in a loss of yield compared to intensively managed grasslands (Isselstein et al. 2005). Besides subsidy systems, the ecosystem services provided by grasslands (Lamarque et al. 2011, Kovács-Hostyánszki et al. 2016, Valkó et al. 2016b) should be explained and communicated to the local community (Balázsi 2018, this issue). For the sustainability of grassland management, an effective monitoring system is crucial, which also allows the modification of management regimes if necessary.

Reversing the negative consequences of grassland abandonment is a major challenge for the conservation of grassland biodiversity. In many regions, the biodiversity of species-rich grassland habitats is dependent on the efforts of dwindling numbers of farmers who still use traditional extensive agricultural regimes (Kovács-Hostyánszki et al. 2016). A key driver is the lack of economic sustainability of the ecologically most sustainable solution for grassland management (Abson et al. 2017). Initiatives for the sustainable conservation of semi-natural grasslands need to consider the issues of both social (Dorresteijn et al. 2015) and economic sustainability if they are to succeed in generating an ecologically sustainable solution (Abson et al. 2017).

Motivation of the special feature


Contributions of the special feature

This special feature consists of six contributions, from Kazakhstan (Bragina & Khisametdinova 2018), Romania (Balážsi 2018), Russia and Ukraine (Didukh et al. 2018), Russia (Cherednichenko & Borodulina 2018, Gracheva et al. 2018), and Ukraine (Savchenko & Ronkin 2018). These papers cover a wide range of grassland habitats across Eurasia. They focus on the biodiversity values and conservation issues of Palaearctic grasslands.

Savchenko & Ronkin (2018, this issue) studied the effects of grassland management on a keystone rodent species, the Steppe Marmot (Marmota bobak) in Ukrainian steppes. They revealed that livestock grazing is a crucial factor for maintaining the habitat structure and forage quality favourable for the marmots. They emphasised that the fresh and green biomass re-sprouting after grazing is the preferred food for the marmots, especially in the late summer fattening period. The study draws attention to the importance of grazing, and the relationship between grazing megaherbivores and rodents in the functioning of steppe ecosystems. They also highlighted that due to socio-economic constraints, livestock grazing cannot be introduced into several abandoned steppe regions. As an alternative management of Steppe Marmot habitats, they tested repeated mowing at high-frequency: they mowed small plots 15–20 times per year to provide freshly re-sprouting green forage for the marmots. They found that, in the absence of livestock grazing, frequent repeated mowing constitutes an alternative measure to maintain suitable habitats for Steppe Marmots.

The dual threats of land abandonment and agricultural intensification change biodiversity patterns not only in the cultural landscapes of Europe, but also in North-West Russia, where Cherednichenko and Borodulina (2018, this issue) investigated abandoned and managed grasslands in the Central Forest Reserve. This study emphasizes the importance of these grasslands for the overall biodiversity of the reserve, as almost half of all plant species listed in the reserve occur only there. This paper exemplifies the influence of previous and ongoing management on phytosociological patterns: differences in the management regime not only distinguish four different groups of plant associations, but also influence the presence of red-listed and invasive plants. Even though the meadows surveyed by Cherednichenko and Borodulina (2018, this issue) seem to be intact systems after 25 years of abandonment, species composition and species richness are inevitably facing future changes through natural succession. Additionally, nutrient availability has been shown to result in altered plant species composition and richness, even after many years of application. In combination with other biophysical conditions of the grassland, such long-term effects play an important role for the stability of the system. In order to maintain biodiversity on these grasslands, this paper presents information on the importance of integrating anthropogenic land use and conservation through adequate management regimes. As...
a Biosphere Reserve, the Central Forest Reserve requires attention to the implementation of such regimes.

Terraces are ancient man-made elements of mountainous regions for the purpose of reducing the risk of erosion, retaining water and increasing the surface area that is potentially utilisable for agricultural purposes. Their typical architecture is still a typical feature in such landscapes, however, a considerable proportion of agriculturally used terraces have been abandoned worldwide. The question therefore arises as to whether abandoned terraces contribute to landscape-scale biodiversity conservation in mountainous areas. Gracheva et al. (2018, this issue) studied the vegetation and biodiversity conservation potential of abandoned terraces in the North Caucasus. They found that due to the legacies of past land use, such as the unifying role of soil cultivation and the relatively young age of grasslands, the vegetation composition of various terraces was rather similar. They assume that due to climatic change, i.e. the increase of heat and humidity, climatic differences of the slopes will be reduced, which will lead to the further convergence of the species composition of grasslands.

Balázs (2018, this issue) summarized the most important issues regarding grassland conservation in Central-Eastern Europe, more specifically in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania. The methods of this paper are based on a literature review of papers and documents concerning grassland management in the past, as well as from field visits in several grassland areas in Central-Europe when the author had an opportunity to observe grassland biodiversity and problems related with its conservation. In her paper, Balázs (2018) reviewed the history of the region from the perspective of management and conservation of grasslands. Collectivisation during the socialism era (i.e. 1945–1989) was the most important change that led to the disappearance of small-scale farming and disconnection of whole rural societies from their land. On the other hand, during this period relatively many protected areas have been established, although their management and administration was largely inadequate. After 1989 the large-scale migration from rural to urban areas began, resulting in further disconnection of people from their land in the countryside. The subsequent privatization of land during this
period was rapid but mainly occurred in the most productive areas, while unproductive regions suffered from restricted production and land abandonment. Furthermore, due to substantial changes in the land ownership structure (i.e. privatization) management of protected areas became more complicated than it had been prior to 1989. Finally, Balážsi (2018) revised the main current challenges associated with grassland conservation in the four countries since their accession to the European Union. Harmonizing the Natura 2000 network with the existing forms of protection appeared to be the most serious challenge (mainly in Romania and Slovakia and less serious in Hungary and the Czech Republic). There are still gaps between declared policy and practice, mainly resulting from conflicts between nature conservation and profit-oriented agriculture, and the inflexibility of institutions responsible for mediation between these two. But at the same time, new opportunities for grassland conservation became available, such as EU subsidies for conservation. It is important to conclude that, generally, conservation challenges in Central-Eastern Europe are different as compared to those reported for Western Europe. This is mainly due to different land-use history, ownership structure and recent economical and political changes within the region. Thus case studies presented in the paper are valuable for utilization in evidence-based management of grassland biodiversity and can be useful for conservation strategies in the future.

Didukh et al. (2018, this issue) provided a synthesis of the syntaxonomy of the dry grasslands of the order Thymo cretacei-Hyssopetalia cretacei Didukh 1989. These grasslands have developed on chalk outcrops in the southwestern Central Russian Upland and the Donetsk range, and harbour a high diversity of endemic species. They used data from 354 own relevés and 178 published relevés from these vegetation types, and 300 relevés of other xerophytic vegetation types. Data were analysed by the modified TWINSPAN classification. They showed that the order Thymo cretacei-Hyssopetalia cretacei includes twelve associations belonging to three alliances: Artemisio hololeucae-Hyssopion cretacei Romashchenko et al. 1996, Euphorbio cretophilae-Thymion cretacei Didukh 1989 and Centaureo carbonatae-Koelerion talievii Romashchenko et al. 1996. The work of Didukh et al. (2018) can serve as an important reference for studies and conservation plans targeting this unique vegetation type.

Bragina & Khisametdinova (2018, this issue) presented an investigation into the woodlouse fauna (Isopoda: Oniscidea) of steppe habitats in Kazakhstan. They sampled the fauna of a variety of habitats and vegetation complexes. They recorded six species, of which four were recorded for the first time in Kazakhstan. This brought the total number of known species for the country to 16. This paper also provides information of the habitat preferences of the recorded species, the locations where they were recorded and information on their distribution.
Conclusions

This Special Feature focuses on the biodiversity values of Palaearctic grasslands, with an emphasis on the challenge of their abandonment. We show that abandonment represents a major threat for grasslands in many regions and due to the substantial socio-economic changes, the reintroduction of the traditional management is generally no longer sustainable. Papers in the Special Feature highlight that the implementation of a sustainability perspective might be able to integrate social and economic, as well as ecological needs, into the planning of grassland management to ensure the long-term and effective conservation of these valuable habitats and their rich biodiversity.
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